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測定器の役割  4

見たい現象(例)
l

l
l

l

jet

jet

jet

jet

見える(測定できる)事象

測定器：　Decay生成物の4-momentum (E, p) 測定 
　　　　　およびParticle ID

PID (µ, b-tag, etc.) 
4-mom (E, p)

「見たい現象」を再現
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高エネルギー実験用測定器の基本形  5

Vertex検出器

衝突点(IP) secondary vertex

solenoid

Vertex検出器 
        ↓ 
primary vertex 
(Interaction point) 
や、 
secondary vertex 
を測定

電磁カロリメータ

ハドロン カロリメータ

ミ
ュ
ー
オ
ン
検
出
器

飛跡 検出器

飛跡検出器 (tracker) 
・磁場中の飛跡 
　→ 運動量 
・Energy deposit 
  (dE/dx) 
　→ Particle ID

電磁カロリメータ 
(EM Calorimeter) 
電子や光子の 
エネルギー測定

ハドロンカロリメータ 
ハドロンの 
エネルギー測定

ミューオン検出器 
ミューオンのID
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粒子の物質との相互作用  6

粒子の検出は、粒子と物質との間の多様な相互作用を利用 

■荷電粒子 
　・電離、励起 
　・制動放射 
　・チェレンコフ放射 
■光子 
　・光電効果 
　・コンプトン散乱 
　・電子陽電子対生成 

■中性ハドロン 
　・核破砕 
■中性パイ粒子 
　・２光子崩壊
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荷電粒子の物質との相互作用  7

電離：電子より重い荷電粒子の場合

1回の散乱で電子に移行する運動エネルギーは、 
入射粒子の運動エネルギーに対して最大でも (θ=0)

(とても小さい)Tmax =
4m

M
�
1 +

m

M

�2 Ein � 4m

M
Ein
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この場合のenergy deposit (dE/dx) は、 
Bethe-Blochの式として良く知られている (後述)。
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荷電粒子の物質との相互作用  8

電離：電子の場合

多重散乱を起こす
452 33. Passage of particles through matter
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Figure 33.10: Quantities used to describe multiple Coulomb
scattering. The particle is incident in the plane of the figure.

where θ is the deflection angle. In this approximation, θ2
space ≈

(θ2
plane,x + θ2

plane,y), where the x and y axes are orthogonal to the
direction of motion, and dΩ ≈ dθplane,x dθplane,y. Deflections into
θplane,x and θplane,y are independent and identically distributed.

Fig. 33.10 shows these and other quantities sometimes used to
describe multiple Coulomb scattering. They are
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All the quantitative estimates in this section apply only in the limit
of small θ rms

plane and in the absence of large-angle scatters. The random
variables s, ψ, y, and θ in a given plane are correlated. Obviously,
y ≈ xψ. In addition, y and θ have the correlation coefficient ρyθ =
√

3/2 ≈ 0.87. For Monte Carlo generation of a joint (y plane, θplane)
distribution, or for other calculations, it may be most convenient to
work with independent Gaussian random variables (z1, z2) with mean
zero and variance one, and then set

yplane =z1x θ0(1 − ρ2
yθ)

1/2/
√

3 + z2ρyθx θ0/
√

3 (33.21)

=z1x θ0/
√

12 + z2x θ0/2 ; (33.22)

θplane =z2θ0 . (33.23)

Note that the second term for y plane equals x θplane/2 and represents
the displacement that would have occurred had the deflection θplane

all occurred at the single point x/2.
For heavy ions the multiple Coulomb scattering has been measured

and compared with various theoretical distributions [40].

33.4. Photon and electron interactions in matter
At low energies electrons and positrons primarily lose energy

by ionization, although other processes (Møller scattering, Bhabha
scattering, e+ annihilation) contribute, as shown in Fig. 33.11. While
ionization loss rates rise logarithmically with energy, bremsstrahlung
losses rise nearly linearly (fractional loss is nearly independent of
energy), and dominates above the critical energy (Sec. 33.4.4 below),
a few tens of MeV in most materials

33.4.1. Collision energy losses by e± :

Stopping power differs somewhat for electrons and positrons, and
both differ from stopping power for heavy particles because of the
kinematics, spin, charge, and the identity of the incident electron with
the electrons that it ionizes. Complete discussions and tables can be
found in Refs. 10, 11, and 29.

For electrons, large energy transfers to atomic electrons (taken as
free) are described by the Møller cross section. From Eq. (33.4), the
maximum energy transfer in a single collision should be the entire
kinetic energy, Wmax = mec

2(γ − 1), but because the particles are
identical, the maximum is half this, Wmax/2. (The results are the
same if the transferred energy is ϵ or if the transferred energy is
Wmax − ϵ. The stopping power is by convention calculated for the
faster of the two emerging electrons.) The first moment of the Møller
cross section [22]( divided by dx) is the stopping power:
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The logarithmic term can be compared with the logarithmic term in
the Bethe equation (Eq. (33.2)) by substituting Wmax = mec

2(γ−1)/2.
The two forms differ by ln 2.

Electron-positron scattering is described by the fairly complicated
Bhabha cross section [22]. There is no identical particle problem, so
Wmax = mec

2(γ−1). The first moment of the Bhabha equation yields
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Following ICRU 37 [11], the density effect correction δ has been
added to Uehling’s equations [22] in both cases.

For heavy particles, shell corrections were developed assuming
that the projectile is equivalent to a perturbing potential whose
center moves with constant velocity. This assumption has no sound
theoretical basis for electrons. The authors of ICRU 37 [11] estimated
the possible error in omitting it by assuming the correction was twice
as great as for a proton of the same velocity. At T = 10 keV, the error
was estimated to be ≈2% for water, ≈9% for Cu, and ≈21% for Au.

As shown in Fig. 33.11, stopping powers for e−, e+, and heavy
particles are not dramatically different. In silicon, the minimum
value for electrons is 1.50 MeVcm2/g (at γ = 3.3); for positrons,
1.46 MeV cm2/g (at γ = 3.7), and for muons, 1.66 MeV cm2/g (at
γ = 3.58).

33.4.2. Radiation length :

High-energy electrons predominantly lose energy in matter by
bremsstrahlung, and high-energy photons by e+e− pair production.
The characteristic amount of matter traversed for these related
interactions is called the radiation length X0, usually measured in
g cm−2. It is both (a) the mean distance over which a high-energy
electron loses all but 1/e of its energy by bremsstrahlung, and (b) 7

9 of
the mean free path for pair production by a high-energy photon [41].
It is also the appropriate scale length for describing high-energy
electromagnetic cascades. X0 has been calculated and tabulated by
Y.S. Tsai [42]:

1

X0
= 4αr2

e
NA
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(

Z2
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Lrad − f(Z)
*

+ Z L′
rad

+

. (33.26)

For A = 1 g mol−1, 4αr2
eNA/A = (716.408 g cm−2)−1. Lrad and

L′
rad are given in Table 33.2. The function f(Z) is an infinite sum, but

for elements up to uranium can be represented to 4-place accuracy by

f(Z) =a2

#

(1 + a2)−1+ 0.20206

− 0.0369 a2+ 0.0083 a4− 0.002 a6

'

,

(33.27)

where a = αZ [43].

Table 33.2: Tsai’s Lrad and L′
rad, for use in calculating the

radiation length in an element using Eq. (33.26).

Element Z Lrad L′
rad

H 1 5.31 6.144
He 2 4.79 5.621
Li 3 4.74 5.805
Be 4 4.71 5.924

Others > 4 ln(184.15 Z−1/3) ln(1194 Z−2/3)

The radiation length in a mixture or compound may be approxi-
mated by

1/X0=
,

wj/Xj , (33.28)

where wj and Xj are the fraction by weight and the radiation length
for the jth element.

Tmax =
4m

M
�
1 +

m

M

�2 Ein � Ein
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Bethe-Blochの式 
(dE/dx) に修正が必要 

制動放射 
(Bremsstrahlung) 
を起こすため。
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飛跡検出器でのdE/dxを用いた粒子識別  9

静止質量 m が (原理的には) 得られる (= 粒子識別)

p = �mv =
mc��
1 � �2

※precise “tracking” also requires understanding 
   on charge (∝energy) deposit (and drift). 
→ We need to know “how” charges are deposited.

• 磁場中での飛跡により pT[GeV] = 0.3B[Testa]R[m] 
→ p = pT / sinθ 

• dE/dx (飛跡単位長あたりの energy deposit ) 測定 
→ 速度 β=v/c の関数
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実際には目的に応じて異なるPID手法  10

PID methods - compare 

21 

π/K Separation 
with different PID 
methods 

Alternatively topological 
techniques can be used … 
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Gas ionization processes  11

π(for example)

+

++

e-

e-
e-

�A � �A+e�

primary ionizations

secondary ionizations

�A � �A++e�e�

However, most of deposited charge comes from ...

+ + e-
e-

�A � �A+e�, e�A � e�A+e�

+
e-

e-e-
�A � �A+e�, e�A � e�A++e�e�

+ ＊ e-

e-
+

�A � �A+e�, e�A � e�A�, A�B � AB+e�

exited state of noble gas atom
“quencher” gas atom with ionization potential lower than A

++
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Charge due to ionization processes  12

• Amount of charge deposit is a result of those independent processes. 

• However, the “total amount” of ionization from all such complicated processes 
is know to be characterized by the paramter “W”.  
 
 
 
W is the “energy spent”, on the average, on the creation of “one free electron”. 

• Note that only a certain fraction of all the energy lost by the charged track is 
spent in ionization. 

• We can write 
 
 

• Experimentally, W is known to be almost “independent” of the track energy. 
It’s remarkable! → We can estimate dE from N (=charge) measurement.

W =
�E�
�N�

W > Eionization

W �N� = L

�
dE

dx

�

e-E

+
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W = energy spent for one ionization  13
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W = energy spent for one ionization  14
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Bethe-Bloch formula (dE/dx)  15

• The formula, famous for experimentalists, is given by 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N : number density of electron, me : electron mass, 
βandγ : relativistic velocity parameters.

�
�dE

dx

�
=

4�Ne4

mec2�2
z2

�
ln

2mec2�2�2

I
� �2

�

velocity

velocity

when the particle is slow

when the particle is fast

E � 1

�2�2

E � f(�2�2)

�
�dE

dx

�

��

Function of  
particle velocity!!
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dE/dx vs. particle velocity  16

448 33. Passage of particles through matter

with the smallest signals is often used as an estimator. Although
it must be used with cautions and caveats, ⟨dE/dx⟩ as described
in Eq. (33.5) still forms the basis of much of our understanding of
energy loss by charged particles. Extensive tables are available [4,5,
pdg.lbl.gov/AtomicNuclearProperties/].

For heavy projectiles, like ions, additional terms are required to
account for higher-order photon coupling to the target, and to account
for the finite target radius. These can change dE/dx by a factor of
two or more for the heaviest nuclei in certain kinematic regimes [7].
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Figure 33.2: Mean energy loss rate in liquid (bubble chamber)
hydrogen, gaseous helium, carbon, aluminum, iron, tin, and lead.
Radiative effects, relevant for muons and pions, are not included.
These become significant for muons in iron for βγ >∼ 1000, and at
lower momenta for muons in higher-Z absorbers. See Fig. 33.23.

The function as computed for muons on copper is shown as the
“Bethe” region of Fig. 33.1. Mean energy loss behavior below this
region is discussed in Sec. 33.2.6, and the radiative effects at high
energy are discussed in Sec. 33.6. Only in the Bethe region is it
a function of β alone; the mass dependence is more complicated
elsewhere. The stopping power in several other materials is shown in
Fig. 33.2. Except in hydrogen, particles with the same velocity have
similar rates of energy loss in different materials, although there is
a slow decrease in the rate of energy loss with increasing Z. The
qualitative behavior difference at high energies between a gas (He in
the figure) and the other materials shown in the figure is due to the
density-effect correction, δ(βγ), discussed in Sec. 33.2.5. The stopping
power functions are characterized by broad minima whose position
drops from βγ = 3.5 to 3.0 as Z goes from 7 to 100. The values of
minimum ionization as a function of atomic number are shown in
Fig. 33.3.

In practical cases, most relativistic particles (e.g., cosmic-ray
muons) have mean energy loss rates close to the minimum; they are
“minimum-ionizing particles,” or mip’s.

Eq. (33.5) may be integrated to find the total (or partial)
“continuous slowing-down approximation” (CSDA) range R for a
particle which loses energy only through ionization and atomic
excitation. Since dE/dx depends only on β, R/M is a function
of E/M or pc/M . In practice, range is a useful concept only for
low-energy hadrons (R <∼ λI , where λI is the nuclear interaction
length), and for muons below a few hundred GeV (above which
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Figure 33.3: Mass stopping power at minimum ionization for
the chemical elements. The straight line is fitted for Z > 6. A
simple functional dependence on Z is not to be expected, since
⟨− dE/dx⟩ also depends on other variables.
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Figure 33.4: Range of heavy charged particles in liquid (bubble
chamber) hydrogen, helium gas, carbon, iron, and lead. For
example: For a K+ whose momentum is 700 MeV/c, βγ = 1.42.
For lead we read R/M ≈ 396, and so the range is 195 g cm−2

(17 cm).

radiative effects dominate). R/M as a function of βγ = p/Mc is
shown for a variety of materials in Fig. 33.4.

The mass scaling of dE/dx and range is valid for the electronic
losses described by the Bethe equation, but not for radiative losses,
relevant only for muons and pions.
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minimum ionization as a function of atomic number are shown in
Fig. 33.3.

In practical cases, most relativistic particles (e.g., cosmic-ray
muons) have mean energy loss rates close to the minimum; they are
“minimum-ionizing particles,” or mip’s.

Eq. (33.5) may be integrated to find the total (or partial)
“continuous slowing-down approximation” (CSDA) range R for a
particle which loses energy only through ionization and atomic
excitation. Since dE/dx depends only on β, R/M is a function
of E/M or pc/M . In practice, range is a useful concept only for
low-energy hadrons (R <∼ λI , where λI is the nuclear interaction
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radiative effects dominate). R/M as a function of βγ = p/Mc is
shown for a variety of materials in Fig. 33.4.

The mass scaling of dE/dx and range is valid for the electronic
losses described by the Bethe equation, but not for radiative losses,
relevant only for muons and pions.

Minimum at ßγ~4 
( Minimum Ionizing Particle 

: MIP )
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33. Detectors at accelerators 41
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Figure 33.15: Energy deposit versus momentum measured in the ALICE
TPC [108].

N = 40 up to more than 300. Due to the high gas pressure of 8.5 bar, the resolution
achieved with the PEP-4/9 TPC was an unprecedented 3% [110].

The greatest challenges for a large TPC are due to the length of the drift of up to
several meters. In particular, it can make the device sensitive to small distortions in the
electric field. Such distortions can arise from a number of sources, e.g. imperfections
in the field cage construction or the presence of ions in the drift volume. The electron
drift in a TPC in the presence of a magnetic field is defined by Eq. (33.13). The E ×B
term of Eq. (33.13) vanishes for perfectly aligned electric and magnetic fields, which can
however be difficult to achieve in practice. Furthermore, the electron drift depends on the
ωτ factor, which is defined by the chosen gas mixture and magnetic field strength. The
electrons will tend to follow the magnetic field lines for ωτ > 1 or the electric field lines for
ωτ < 1. The former mode of operation makes the TPC less sensitive to non-uniformities
of the electric field, which is usually desirable.

The drift of the ionization electrons is superposed with a random diffusion motion
which degrades their position information. The ultimate resolution of a single position
measurement is limited to around

σx =
σD

√
L√

n
, (33.17)

where σD is the transverse diffusion coefficient for 1 cm drift, L is the drift length in cm
and n is the effective number of electrons collected. Without a magnetic field, σD,B=0

√
L

is typically a few mm after a drift of L = 100 cm. However, in a strong magnetic field

February 9, 2016 13:55

dE/dx vs. track momentum  17

p = �mv =
mc��
1 � �2
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光子と物質の相互作用  18

• 光子は荷電粒子に変換する
ことで測定できる。 

• 1点で変換するので、荷電
粒子のような連続的な飛跡
は得られない。 

• 高エネルギーでは、電子陽
電子対生成がほとんど。

454 33. Passage of particles through matter

The accuracy of approximate forms for Ec has been limited by the
failure to distinguish between gases and solid or liquids, where there
is a substantial difference in ionization at the relevant energy because
of the density effect. We distinguish these two cases in Fig. 33.14.
Fits were also made with functions of the form a/(Z + b)α, but α
was found to be essentially unity. Since Ec also depends on A, I, and
other factors, such forms are at best approximate.

Values of Ec for both electrons and positrons in more than 300
materials can be found at pdg.lbl.gov/AtomicNuclearProperties.
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Figure 33.15: Photon total cross sections as a function of
energy in carbon and lead, showing the contributions of different
processes [50]:

σp.e. = Atomic photoelectric effect (electron ejection,
photon absorption)

σRayleigh = Rayleigh (coherent) scattering–atom neither
ionized nor excited

σCompton = Incoherent scattering (Compton scattering off an
electron)

κnuc = Pair production, nuclear field
κe = Pair production, electron field

σg.d.r. = Photonuclear interactions, most notably the Giant
Dipole Resonance [51]. In these interactions, the
target nucleus is broken up.

Original figures through the courtesy of John H. Hubbell
(NIST).

33.4.5. Energy loss by photons :

Contributions to the photon cross section in a light element
(carbon) and a heavy element (lead) are shown in Fig. 33.15. At low
energies it is seen that the photoelectric effect dominates, although
Compton scattering, Rayleigh scattering, and photonuclear absorption
also contribute. The photoelectric cross section is characterized by
discontinuities (absorption edges) as thresholds for photoionization
of various atomic levels are reached. Photon attenuation lengths
for a variety of elements are shown in Fig. 33.19, and data for
30 eV< k <100 GeV for all elements are available from the web pages
given in the caption. Here k is the photon energy.

Figure 33.16: Probability P that a photon interaction will
result in conversion to an e+e− pair. Except for a few-percent
contribution from photonuclear absorption around 10 or 20
MeV, essentially all other interactions in this energy range result
in Compton scattering off an atomic electron. For a photon
attenuation length λ (Fig. 33.19), the probability that a given
photon will produce an electron pair (without first Compton
scattering) in thickness t of absorber is P [1 − exp(−t/λ)].
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Electromagnetic Showers  19

  4

EM Showers

● High energy electrons loose energy mostly 
through Bremsstrahlung

● Which leads to high energetic photons

● Photon with >1MeV → e+e- pair production

● Electromagnetic cascades, formation of a 
shower

• High-energy electron loose its energy mostly 
through bremsstrahlung. 

• This leads to high-energy photons. 
• If >1MeV, the photon converts to an e+e- pair. 
• Then, the cascade creates electromagnetic 
shower.
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  5

Hadronic showers

● Hadronic showers produced by high energy hadrons interacting with matter

● Nuclear and strong interactions

● Produce secondary lower energy particles

– Relativistic hadrons: result mostly in Pions ; 30% of which are P0 → 2 photons → EM

– Excitation

– Nuclear spallation

– Fission } 
Result in production of neutrons which lead to extended time structure

• High-energy hadrons produce hadronic 
shower when interacting with matter. 

• Includes nuclear and strong interactions. 
• Shower range is longer than EM showers. 
→ hadronic calorimeter is larger than EM cal.
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Radiation Length X0
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• Radiation Length (放射長) X0 :  
Length the electron energy becomes 1/e by bremsstrahlung. 

• Photon flux decreases to 1/e at (9/7)X0 
• Depends on energy and material. 
• To absorb whole EM shower, one needs ~25X0

456 33. Passage of particles through matter

photonuclear interactions can become coherent, with the photon
interaction spread over multiple nuclei. Essentially, the photon
coherently converts to a ρ0, in a process that is somewhat similar to
kaon regeneration [55].

Similar processes occur for electrons. As electron energies increase
and the LPM effect suppresses bremsstrahlung, electronuclear
interactions become more important. At energies above 1021eV, these
electronuclear interactions dominate electron energy loss [55].

33.5. Electromagnetic cascades
When a high-energy electron or photon is incident on a thick

absorber, it initiates an electromagnetic cascade as pair production
and bremsstrahlung generate more electrons and photons with lower
energy. The longitudinal development is governed by the high-energy
part of the cascade, and therefore scales as the radiation length in the
material. Electron energies eventually fall below the critical energy,
and then dissipate their energy by ionization and excitation rather
than by the generation of more shower particles. In describing shower
behavior, it is therefore convenient to introduce the scale variables

t = x/X0 , y = E/Ec , (33.35)

so that distance is measured in units of radiation length and energy in
units of critical energy.
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Figure 33.20: An EGS4 simulation of a 30 GeV electron-
induced cascade in iron. The histogram shows fractional energy
deposition per radiation length, and the curve is a gamma-
function fit to the distribution. Circles indicate the number of
electrons with total energy greater than 1.5 MeV crossing planes
at X0/2 intervals (scale on right) and the squares the number of
photons with E ≥ 1.5 MeV crossing the planes (scaled down to
have same area as the electron distribution).

Longitudinal profiles from an EGS4 [56] simulation of a 30 GeV
electron-induced cascade in iron are shown in Fig. 33.20. The number
of particles crossing a plane (very close to Rossi’s Π function [2])
is sensitive to the cutoff energy, here chosen as a total energy of
1.5 MeV for both electrons and photons. The electron number falls off
more quickly than energy deposition. This is because, with increasing
depth, a larger fraction of the cascade energy is carried by photons.
Exactly what a calorimeter measures depends on the device, but it
is not likely to be exactly any of the profiles shown. In gas counters
it may be very close to the electron number, but in glass Cherenkov
detectors and other devices with “thick” sensitive regions it is closer
to the energy deposition (total track length). In such detectors the
signal is proportional to the “detectable” track length Td, which is
in general less than the total track length T . Practical devices are
sensitive to electrons with energy above some detection threshold Ed,
and Td = T F (Ed/Ec). An analytic form for F (Ed/Ec) obtained by
Rossi [2] is given by Fabjan in Ref. 57; see also Amaldi [58].

The mean longitudinal profile of the energy deposition in an
electromagnetic cascade is reasonably well described by a gamma

distribution [59]:
dE

dt
= E0 b

(bt)a−1e−bt

Γ(a)
(33.36)

The maximum tmax occurs at (a − 1)/b. We have made fits to shower
profiles in elements ranging from carbon to uranium, at energies from
1 GeV to 100 GeV. The energy deposition profiles are well described
by Eq. (33.36) with

tmax = (a − 1)/b = 1.0 × (ln y + Cj) , j = e, γ , (33.37)

where Ce = −0.5 for electron-induced cascades and Cγ = +0.5 for
photon-induced cascades. To use Eq. (33.36), one finds (a − 1)/b from
Eq. (33.37) and Eq. (33.35), then finds a either by assuming b ≈ 0.5
or by finding a more accurate value from Fig. 33.21. The results
are very similar for the electron number profiles, but there is some
dependence on the atomic number of the medium. A similar form for
the electron number maximum was obtained by Rossi in the context
of his “Approximation B,” [2] (see Fabjan’s review in Ref. 57), but
with Ce = −1.0 and Cγ = −0.5; we regard this as superseded by the
EGS4 result.
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Figure 33.21: Fitted values of the scale factor b for energy
deposition profiles obtained with EGS4 for a variety of elements
for incident electrons with 1 ≤ E0 ≤ 100 GeV. Values obtained
for incident photons are essentially the same.

The “shower length” Xs = X0/b is less conveniently parameterized,
since b depends upon both Z and incident energy, as shown in
Fig. 33.21. As a corollary of this Z dependence, the number of elec-
trons crossing a plane near shower maximum is underestimated using
Rossi’s approximation for carbon and seriously overestimated for ura-
nium. Essentially the same b values are obtained for incident electrons
and photons. For many purposes it is sufficient to take b ≈ 0.5.

The length of showers initiated by ultra-high energy photons and
electrons is somewhat greater than at lower energies since the first
or first few interaction lengths are increased via the mechanisms
discussed above.

The gamma function distribution is very flat near the origin, while
the EGS4 cascade (or a real cascade) increases more rapidly. As a
result Eq. (33.36) fails badly for about the first two radiation lengths;
it was necessary to exclude this region in making fits.

Because fluctuations are important, Eq. (33.36) should be used only
in applications where average behavior is adequate. Grindhammer
et al. have developed fast simulation algorithms in which the variance
and correlation of a and b are obtained by fitting Eq. (33.36) to
individually simulated cascades, then generating profiles for cascades
using a and b chosen from the correlated distributions [60].

The transverse development of electromagnetic showers in different
materials scales fairly accurately with the Molière radius RM , given
by [61,62]

RM = X0 Es/Ec , (33.38)

where Es ≈ 21 MeV (Table 33.1), and the Rossi definition of Ec is
used.
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Figure 33.19: The photon mass attenuation length (or mean free path) λ = 1/(µ/ρ) for various elemental absorbers as a function
of photon energy. The mass attenuation coefficient is µ/ρ, where ρ is the density. The intensity I remaining after traversal of
thickness t (in mass/unit area) is given by I = I0 exp(−t/λ). The accuracy is a few percent. For a chemical compound or mixture,
1/λeff ≈
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elements wZ/λZ , where wZ is the proportion by weight of the element with atomic number Z. The processes responsible for
attenuation are given in Fig. 33.11. Since coherent processes are included, not all these processes result in energy deposition. The data for
30 eV < E < 1 keV are obtained from http://www-cxro.lbl.gov/optical constants (courtesy of Eric M. Gullikson, LBNL). The data
for 1 keV < E < 100 GeV are from http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData, through the courtesy of John H. Hubbell (NIST).

The increasing domination of pair production as the energy
increases is shown in Fig. 33.16. Using approximations similar to
those used to obtain Eq. (33.30), Tsai’s formula for the differential
cross section [42] reduces to

dσ

dx
=

A

X0NA

"

1 − 4
3x(1 − x)

#

(33.32)

in the complete-screening limit valid at high energies. Here x = E/k
is the fractional energy transfer to the pair-produced electron (or
positron), and k is the incident photon energy. The cross section is
very closely related to that for bremsstrahlung, since the Feynman
diagrams are variants of one another. The cross section is of necessity
symmetric between x and 1 − x, as can be seen by the solid curve in
Fig. 33.17. See the review by Motz, Olsen, & Koch for a more detailed
treatment [52].

Eq. (33.32) may be integrated to find the high-energy limit for the
total e+e− pair-production cross section:

σ = 7
9(A/X0NA) . (33.33)

Equation Eq. (33.33) is accurate to within a few percent down to
energies as low as 1 GeV, particularly for high-Z materials.

33.4.6. Bremsstrahlung and pair production at very high en-
ergies :

At ultrahigh energies, Eqns. 33.29–33.33 will fail because of
quantum mechanical interference between amplitudes from different
scattering centers. Since the longitudinal momentum transfer to a
given center is small (∝ k/E(E − k), in the case of bremsstrahlung),
the interaction is spread over a comparatively long distance called
the formation length (∝ E(E − k)/k) via the uncertainty principle.
In alternate language, the formation length is the distance over
which the highly relativistic electron and the photon “split apart.”
The interference is usually destructive. Calculations of the “Landau-
Pomeranchuk-Migdal” (LPM) effect may be made semi-classically
based on the average multiple scattering, or more rigorously using a
quantum transport approach [44,45].

In amorphous media, bremsstrahlung is suppressed if the photon

energy k is less than E2/(E + ELPM ) [45], where*

ELPM =
(mec

2)2αX0

4π!cρ
= (7.7 TeV/cm) ×

X0

ρ
. (33.34)

Since physical distances are involved, X0/ρ, in cm, appears. The
energy-weighted bremsstrahlung spectrum for lead, k dσLPM/dk,
is shown in Fig. 33.12. With appropriate scaling by X0/ρ, other
materials behave similarly.

For photons, pair production is reduced for E(k − E) > k ELPM .
The pair-production cross sections for different photon energies are
shown in Fig. 33.17.

If k ≪ E, several additional mechanisms can also produce
suppression. When the formation length is long, even weak factors
can perturb the interaction. For example, the emitted photon can
coherently forward scatter off of the electrons in the media. Because
of this, for k < ωpE/me ∼ 10−4, bremsstrahlung is suppressed
by a factor (kme/ωpE)2 [47]. Magnetic fields can also suppress
bremsstrahlung.

In crystalline media, the situation is more complicated, with
coherent enhancement or suppression possible. The cross section
depends on the electron and photon energies and the angles between
the particle direction and the crystalline axes [54].

33.4.7. Photonuclear and electronuclear interactions at still
higher energies :

At still higher photon and electron energies, where the bremsstrah-
lung and pair production cross-sections are heavily suppressed by the
LPM effect, photonuclear and electronuclear interactions predominate
over electromagnetic interactions.

At photon energies above about 1020eV, for example, photons
usually interact hadronically. The exact cross-over energy depends
on the model used for the photonuclear interactions. These processes
are illustrated in Fig. 33.18. At still higher energies (>∼ 1023eV),

* This definition differs from that of Ref. 53 by a factor of two.
ELPM scales as the 4th power of the mass of the incident particle, so
that ELPM = (1.4 × 1010TeV/cm) × X0/ρ for a muon.

• For hadrons, λ is similarly defined. 
• λ>>X0   → hadron needs longer material for full absorption.
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Sampling Calorimeter  22

• If the shower is fully contained in a “scintillator”,  
incident energy is converted to the amount of excitation light. 

• But, for this, “scintillator” should be too large. 
• Usually, heavy material (absorber plates) are sandwiched with 
scintillator sheets (sampling calorimeter). 

• Need to know Evis : Eabsorbed.
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1. Detector basics 
2. ILC detectors 
3. Detector electronics

(Refer 5/Sep lectures for detailed and recent topics)
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• High jet energy resolution for W/Z invariant mass separation 
σ/Ejet <= 30%/√Ejet(GeV) 

• Impact parameter resolution for efficient jet flavor identification 
σ <= 5 + 10/pβsin3/2θ(μm) 

• High momentum resolution for Higgs recoil mass measurement  
σ/pt2 <= 5 x 10-5 (GeV/c)-1

Needs advanced detectors 
with high resolution sensors!!

Calorimeter

Tracker

Vertex
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Chapter 1
ILD: Executive Summary

The International Large Detector (ILD) is a concept for a detector at the International Linear Collider,
ILC [198]. In a slightly modified version, it has also been proposed for the CLIC linear collider [199].

The ILD detector concept has been optimised with a clear view on precision. In recent years
the concept of particle flow has been shown to deliver the best possible overall event reconstruction.
Particle flow implies that all particles in an event, charged and neutral, are individually reconstructed.
This requirement has a large impact on the design of the detector, and has played a central role in
the optimisation of the system. Superb tracking capabilities and outstanding detection of secondary
vertices are other important aspects. Care has been taken to design a hermetic detector, both in
terms of solid-angle coverage, but also in terms of avoiding cracks and non-uniformities in response.
The overall detector system has undergone a vigorous optimisation procedure based on extensive
simulation studies both of the performance of the subsystems, and on studies of the physics reach
of the detector. Simulations are accompanied by an extensive testing program of components and
prototypes in laboratory and test-beam experiments.

Figure III-1.1
View of the ILD detec-
tor concept.

The ILD detector concept has been described in a number of documents in the past. Most
recently the letter of intent [198] gave a fairly in depth description of the ILD concept. The ILD
concept is based on the earlier GLD and LDC detector concepts [200, 201, 202]. Since the publication
of the letter of intent, major progress has been made in the maturity of the technologies proposed for
ILD, and their integration into a coherent detector concept.

185

Chapter 1
SiD Concept Overview

1.1 SiD Philosophy

SiD [63] is a general-purpose detector designed to perform precision measurements at a Linear Collider.
It satisfies the challenging detector requirements that are described in the Common Section. SiD is
based on the PFA paradigm, an algorithm by which the reconstruction of both charged and neutral
particles is accomplished by an optimised combination of tracking and calorimetry. The net result
is a significantly more precise jet energy measurement that results in a di-jet mass resolution good
enough to distinguish between W and Z hadronic decays.

SiD (Figures II-1.1, II-1.2) is a compact detector based on a powerful silicon pixel vertex
detector, silicon tracking, silicon-tungsten electromagnetic calorimetry (ECAL) and highly segmented
hadronic calorimetry (HCAL). SiD also incorporates a high-field solenoid, iron flux return, and a muon
identification system. The use of silicon sensors in the vertex, tracking and calorimetry enables a
unique integrated tracking system ideally suited to particle flow.

Figure II-1.1
SiD on its platform,
showing tracking (red),
ECAL (green), HCAL
(violet) and flux return
(blue).

The choice of silicon detectors for tracking and vertexing ensures that SiD is robust with respect
to beam backgrounds or beam loss, provides superior charged particle momentum resolution, and
eliminates out-of-time tracks and backgrounds. The main tracking detector and calorimeters are
“live” only during each single bunch crossing, so beam-related backgrounds and low-pT backgrounds
from gg processes will be reduced to the minimum possible levels. The SiD calorimetry is optimised
for excellent jet energy measurement using the PFA technique. The complete tracking and calorimeter
systems are contained within a superconducting solenoid, which has a 5 T field strength, enabling the
overall compact design. The coil is located within a layered iron structure that returns the magnetic

57

2.3. Machine Detector Interface

2.3.5.2 Mountainous ILC sites

The conceptual design of the experimental cavern for the mountainous ILC sites is shown in Figure I-
2.13. The push-pull system will be very similar to the one in the flat surface case. Alcoves in the
cavern enlarge the parking positions of the detectors to allow for the lateral opening and servicing
of the detector parts. The access tunnel enters the hall twice, at the ILD and at the SiD side, to
minimise the interference during the detector installation phase. The tunnel passes underneath the
ILC beam line tunnel and extends towards the central region where the damping rings are located.

Figure I-2.13
The experimental hall
for mountainous ILC
sites.

2.3.6 Detector services

A number of service and supply equipments needs to be established for the running and the maintenance
of both detectors. The arrangement of the services depends on the technical requirements and can
be sorted according to their proximity to the detector. Primary services should be located on the
surface above the experimental hall (in the flat-surface sites) or in close-by service caverns (in the
mountain site cases). They comprise of usually large and sometimes noisy facilities like water chillers,
high voltage transformers, auxiliary power supplies, helium storage and compressors, and gas storage
systems. Secondary services will be placed into the underground cavern in dedicated service areas.
Examples are cooling water distributions, power supplies, gas mixture systems, power converters, and
parts of the cryogenic system for the detectors. As the detectors will not be disconnected during the
push-pull operations, all supplies that go directly to the detector will be run in flexible cable chains.
The detectors will carry those services on-board that need to stay close, e.g. front-end electronics,
patch panels, electronic containers.

Cryogenic helium for the superconducting solenoids and the QD0 magnets is foreseen to be
supplied by a common system for both detectors. Two solutions are currently under study. In one,
the liquid He is brought to the detectors via flexible cryogenic lines (c.f. Figure I-2.14). In that case,
the cold boxes would be placed at service areas at the cavern walls. The second solution would place
the cold boxes close to the detectors while gaseous He is supplied via flexible lines to the detector
platforms. In each case, a re-cooler is placed on the platform of each detector for the 2K He supply
of the QD0 magnets.

Detectors: Detectors at the ILC:
Challenges, Coordination and R&D

ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part I 43

Each detector is alternatively 
moved to the beam-line by way of 
the “push-pull” system.

SiD (Silicon Detector) ILD (International Large Detector)
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Chapter 1. ILD: Executive Summary

Figure III-1.2
Quadrant view of the
ILD detector concept.
The interaction point
is in the lower right
corner of the picture.
Dimensions are in mm.

1.1 ILD philosophy and challenges

The particle flow paradigm translates into a detector design which stresses the topological recon-
struction of events. A direct consequence of this is the need for a detector system which can separate
e�ciently charged and neutral particles, even inside jets. This emphazises the spatial resolution for
all detector systems. A highly granular calorimeter system is combined with a central tracker which
stresses redundancy and e�ciency. The whole system is immersed in a strong magnetic field of
3.5 T. In addition, e�cient reconstruction of secondary vertices and very good momentum resolution
for charged particles are essential for an ILC detector. An artistic view of the detector is shown in
Figure III-1.1, a vew of a quarter of the detector is seen in Figure III-1.2.

The interaction region of the ILC is designed to host two detectors, which can be moved in and
out of the beam position with a “push-pull” scheme. The mechanical design of ILD and the overall
integration of subdetectors takes these operational constraints into account.

The ILC is designed to investigate the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. It will
allow the study of the newly found higgs-like particle at 126 GeV. It will search for and explore new
physics at energy scales up to 1 TeV. In addition, the collider will provide a wealth of information on
standard model (SM) physics, for example top physics, heavy flavour physics, and physics of the Z
and W bosons, as discussed earlier in this document. A typical event (tt̄ at 500 GeV) is shown in
Figure III-1.3. The requirements for a detector are, therefore, that multi-jet final states, typical for
many physics channels, can be reconstructed with high accuracy. The jet energy resolution should be
su�ciently good that the hadronic decays of the W and Z can be separated. This translates into a
jet energy resolution of ‡E/E ≥ 3 ≠ 4% (equivalent to 30%/

Ô
E at 100 GeV). Secondary vertices

which are relevant for many studies involving heavy flavours should be reconstructable with good
e�ciency and purity. Highly e�cient tracking is needed with large solid-angle coverage.

186 ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part III

1.2. Silicon-based Tracking

Figure II-1.2
SiD quadrant view.

the high magnetic field, makes for a very compact system, thereby minimising the size and costs of
the calorimetry.

To provide for a very robust track-finding performance the baseline choice for the vertex detector
is a sensor technology that provides time-stamping of each hit with su�cient precision to assign it to
a particular bunch crossing. This significantly suppresses backgrounds.

Several technologies are being developed. One of them is a CMOS-based monolithic pixel sensor
called Chronopixel. The main goal for the design is a pixel size of about 10 ◊ 10 µm2 with 99%
charged-particle e�ciency. Prototype devices have demonstrated that the concept works; what should
be a fully functional chip is presently under test. More challenging is the 3D vertical integrated silicon
technology, for which a full demonstration is also close.

Minimising the support material is critical to the development of a high-performance vertex
detector. Di�erent groups are studying an array of low-mass materials such as reticulated foams and
silicon-carbide materials. An alternative approach that is being pursued very actively is the embedding
of thinned, active sensors in ultra low-mass media. This line of R&D explores thinning active silicon
devices to such a thickness that the silicon becomes flexible. The devices can then be embedded in,
for example, Kapton structures, providing extreme versatility in designing and constructing a vertex
detector.

Power delivery must be accomplished without exceeding the material budget and over heating
the detector. The vertex detector design relies on power pulsing during bunch trains to minimise
heating and uses forced air for cooling.

Detectors: SiD Detailed Baseline Design ILC Technical Design Report: Volume 4, Part II 59

SiD ILD
Height x Length 14m x 11m 16m x 14m

Weight 10,100t 14,000t
B Field 5T 3.5T

ECAL inner R 1.3m 1.8m
Tracker silicon strip TPC

SiD

SiD 
smaller 
↓ 

low cost

ILD 
gas tracker 

↓ 
continuous 
tracking, 
low material
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ILC ATLAS granularity ratio

vertex 5x5 um2 400x50 um2 x800

tracker 1x6 mm2 13 mm2 x2.2

ECAL 5x5 mm2 39x39mm2 x61
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Slides by F. Sefkow

MC

Particle Flow Calorimetry for Linear Colliders Felix Sefkow     Novosibirsk, February 27, 2014 

MC

The jet energy challenge

• Jet energy performance of existing detectors is 
not sufficient for W Z separation 

• E.g. CMS: ~ 100%/√E, ATLAS ~ 70%/√E  
• Calorimeter resolution for hadrons is intrinsically 

limited  
• Resolution for jets worse than for single hadrons  
• It is not sufficient to have the world best 

calorimeter 

!6
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Fig. 2. The Mjets distribution of the data (a) after all selection criteria, except for the ηmax cut, (b)–(d) in several ηmax slices.

Fig. 3. The Mjets distribution and the fit result. The data are shown as points, and
the fitting result of signal + background (background component) is shown as solid
(dashed) line. The signal contribution is also indicated by the shaded area and
amounts to a total number of Nobs events. The error bars represent the approximate
Poissonian 68% CL intervals, calculated as ±

√
n + 0.25 + 0.5 for a given entry n.

with

f i =
!

Nref,i − Nobs,i + Nobs,i ln(Nobs,i/Nref,i) (if Nobs,i > 0)
Nref,i (if Nobs,i = 0).

The best combination of (a,b,ϵ) is found by minimising χ̃2. The
value of a after this optimisation gives the ratio between the ob-
served and expected cross section, i.e. σobs = aσSM. The maximum
and minimum values of a in the interval %χ̃2 < 1 define the range
of statistical uncertainty.

7. Systematic uncertainties

Several sources of systematic uncertainties were considered and
their impact on the measurement estimated.

• An uncertainty of 3% was assigned to the energy scale of the
jets and the effect on the acceptance correction was estimated
using the signal MC. The uncertainty on the Z 0 cross-section
measurement was estimated to be +2.1% and −1.7%.

• The uncertainty associated with the elastic and quasi-elastic
selection was considered. In a control sample of diffractive DIS
candidate events, the ηmax distribution of the MC agreed with
the data to within a shift of ηmax of 0.2 units [23]. Thus, the
ηmax threshold was changed in the signal MC by ± 0.2, and
variations of the acceptance were calculated accordingly. The
uncertainty on the cross-section measurement was +6.4% and
−5.4%.

• The background shape uncertainty was estimated by using dif-
ferent slices of ηmax in the fit. The background shape was
obtained using only the regions of 4.0 < ηmax < 4.2 or 4.2 <
ηmax. The region of 3.0 < ηmax < 4.0 was not used since

35%√E 
for pions,  

6 GeV for Z

LC goal
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Particle flow concept  
and detectors

!5

Separate hit of each particle 
in calorimeter. Then, measure 
the particle energy using the 
detector with the best 
resolution for the particle. 

• charged particles 
   → Tracker 

• photons  
   → ECAL 

• neutral hadrons 
   → HCAL 

For this purpose, there is no 
solenoid inside calorimeters.

Tracker(TPC) ECAL HCAL

 29
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• ILC calorimeter development is carried by the CALICE Collaboration. 
• ECAL (EM shower) / HCAL (Hadron shower) / FCAL (near beam axis direction) 
• σ(jet) = σ(CAL energy) + σ(PFA particle separation) 
→ needs precise segmentation. 

• ECAL → 30 layers of tungsten absorbers and sensors. 

SiECAL (sensor = silicon) ScECAL (sensor = scintillator)

5

 6: LP1 Ʒϋᢿ ƴᲱƭƷȀȟȸȢǸȥȸȫᲦ᩿ͨښŵ()

ƴƸȉȪȕȈᩓئǛƢǔǹȈȪȃȗƕɳƿŵܱᨥƷȓȸ

ȠȆǹȈƷǤșȳȈȇǣǹȗȬǤ (ӫ)ŵ

 7: ɲᏥƷȕȬȸȠƕƳƍ GEM ȢǸȥȸȫ () ƱؾမƷ

ᩓئƷപǈǛᛦǂǔƨǊƷȆǹȈșȳȁ (ӫ)ŵ

ǰȫȸȗᲦ᠉ǨȳȉȗȬȸȈႆƸǢȡȪǫƷCornell

ᲦDAQȷFEׅែႆƸǹǦǧȸȇȳƷܖٻ LundܖٻᲦ

CERNᲦଐஜƕɶƱƳƬƯᡶǊƯƍǔŵ

3.3.2 日本グループの活動

ƜǕǇưƴƸᲦMPGD ᛠǈЈƠ TPC ƷˮፗЎᚐᏡ

πƷႆᲦTPC ࣱᏡƷǬǹኵࣱ̔܍ƴ᧙Ƣǔؕᄽ

ႎᄂᆮᲦǤǪȳ BFƴǑǔˮፗЎᚐᏡǁƷ݃ɨƷᙸᆢǋ

ǓᲦGEMǲȸȈƴ᧙ƢǔǷȟȥȬȸǷȧȳƱȏȸȉ

ǦǧǢႆƳƲᲦILD-TPCႆǛૅƑǔؕᄽᄂᆮƷɶ

ႎࢫлǛௐƨƠƯƍǔ [8]ŵ

ଐஜǰȫȸȗƕਖ਼ᡶƢǔ౨Ј֥ȢǸȥȸȫƷǳȳǻȗ

ȈƸᲦᨩӳƏȢǸȥȸȫƷؾမƴဃơǔɧज़᪸؏Ǜஇݱ

҄ƢǔƜƱưƋǔ ) 7)ŵƜƷǳȳǻȗȈƷܱྵƴƸᲦ

̮ӭᡢᢅྙƷ᭗ƍGEMǲȸȈƷႆƕᦆƱƳǔŵ᭗

Ơƨ҄ࡇ݅ FEׅែƷϬҲǋᙲƳᛢưƋǓᲦ˯ෞᝲ

ᩓщ҄ƷƨǊƷ Power pulsingǍϬҲನᡯƷ౨᚛ƱƠƯ

ǷȟȥȬȸǷȧȳǛᡶǊƯƍǔǄƔᲦKEKย֥ܭႆ

ܴƷ 2Ⴛ CO2 ϬҲǷǹȆȠǛƔƠᲦܱೞƴұƠƨᚾ

᬴ȜȸȉƷ˺Ღᚾ᬴ǛᘍƬƯƍǔŵƦƠƯᲦ᩼ɟಮᄬ

ɶưƷួϐನǢȫǴȪǺȠƳƲᲦǽȕȈǦǧǢئ

ႆƷ᩿ưǋᙲƳǛƠƯƍǔŵ

4 カロリメータ
4.1 カロリメータの概要

ǫȭȪȡȸǿƸ PFAƷࣱᏡǛӫƢǔஇᙲย֥ܭ

ƷɟƭưƋǓᲦILCƷǫȭȪȡȸǿƸPFAƷࣱᏡǛஇǋ

ႆੱưƖǔǑƏᚨᚘƞǕƯƍǔŵPFAƴƓƍƯᲦǸǧȃ

ȈǨȍȫǮȸЎᚐᏡƸᲦǫȭȪȡȸǿᐯ៲ƷǨȍȫǮȸ

ЎᚐᏡƴьƑ PFA ƴǑǔǸǧȃȈɶƷቩ܇ЎᩉᏡƴ

ӫƞǕǔ ) 8)ŵቩ܇ЎᩉᏡǛɥƛǔƴƸǫȭȪȡȸǿ

ƷኬЎ҄ƕᙲưƋǓᲦƦƷƨǊ ILC ƷǫȭȪȡȸǿ

Ƹ್૾ӼᲦጏ૾ӼƱǋࣇኬƴЎлƞǕƨǵȳȗȪȳǰǫ

ȭȪȡȸǿƱƳƬƯƍǔŵ

 8: ILD ౨Ј֥ƴǑǔ PFA ǛဇƍƨǸǧȃȈǨȍȫǮȸЎ

ᚐᏡ [4]ŵPerfect pattern recognition ƸǫȭȪȡȸǿᐯ˳Ʒ

ЎᚐᏡƷ݃ɨǛᅆƠᲦQuadrature difference Ƹቩ܇ƷȞȃȁ

ȳǰڂƴឪ׆ƢǔЎǛᅆƢŵ

ǫȭȪȡȸǿƸᩓᄬǷȣȯȸǛยܭƢǔ ECAL Ʊɼ

ƴȏȉȭȳǷȣȯȸǛยܭƢǔ HCAL ƓǑƼȓȸȠ᠆

૾ӼǛǫȐȸƢǔ FCAL(ஜᆜưƸᚑǕƳƍ) ƴЎƔǕ

ǔŵECALƸ᭗݅ࡇƔƭǳȳȑǯȈƳᩓᄬǷȣȯȸƴݣ

ࣖƢǔƨǊࣇኬЎлƕᙲ൭ƞǕᲦHCAL Ƹᧈƍȏȉȭ

ȳႻʝ˺ဇᧈƷƨǊٻƖƳ˳ᆢƕᙲƱƞǕǔŵECAL

ƷؕஜᚨᚘƸ ޖƱǻȳǵȸޖƷǿȳǰǹȆȳԈӓޖ30

ƷኵƔǒƳǓᲦǻȳǵȸޖƷǪȗǷȧȳƱƠƯᲦ1)ǷȪ

ǳȳǻȳǵȸᲦ2) ǷȳȁȬȸǿƱȔǯǻȫ҄ή܇౨Ј

֥ (PPD) [9]Ღ3)ɲᎍƷȏǤȖȪȃȉನᡯƕᄂᆮƞǕƯ

ƍǔŵԈӓ˳ƸЭ૾ƕᕓƘ૾ࢸƕҽƍನᡯưᲦӳᚘ 24

ᧈƱƳǔŵHCALݧ્ Ƹ 48 ˳ƷᤧƷԈӓޖ (ӳᚘ 6 ȏ

ȉȭȳႻʝ˺ဇᧈ) Ʊ 1 cm ǇƨƸ 3 cm ᚌƷǻȳǵȸ

ǑǓǔŵǻȳǵȸƱƠƯƸᲦǷȳȁȬȸǿƱ PPD ƴ

ǑǔǋƷᲦǬǹࠢفƴǑǔǋƷ (RPCᲦmicromegas Ƴ

Ʋ)ƕ੩కƞǕƯƍǔŵILCǫȭȪȡȸǿƷႆᲦȓȸ

ȠȆǹȈƸ 17ȶ 57 ೞ᧙ (ƏƪଐஜƔǒ 4 ೞ᧙) ƕӋ

ьƢǔ CALICE (Calorimeter for ILC)ǳȩȜȬȸǷȧ

ȳ [10]ƴǑǓਖ਼ᡶƞǕƯƍǔŵ

6

4.2 シリコンECAL (SiECAL)

SiECALƸദ૾ƷǻȫǛɳǂƨǷȪǳȳȑȃȉǛ

ƖᛄǊƨǋƷǛǻȳǵȸޖƱƢǔǫȭȪȡȸǿưᲦྵנ

ȑȃȉƷҽǈƸ 325 µmᲦǻȫǵǤǺƸ 5 × 5 mm2ƕؕ

ஜȇǶǤȳƱƳƬƯƍǔŵ30ޖƷ ECALμ˳ưƸྵנ

Ʒ ILD ƷٻƖƞưƸኖ 1 ΕǻȫƱƳǔŵƜƷǑƏƳٶ

ૠƷȁȣȳȍȫǛਤƭǫȭȪȡȸǿƸᢅӊƴ̊ƕƳƘᲦ

ILC ย֥ܭƷٻƖƳཎưƋǔŵǷȪǳȳǻȫƓǑƼ

ȑȃȉǛ 9ƴᅆƢŵǷȪǳȳȑȃȉƸ nҞݰ˳ƷȐ

ȫǯᢿЎƱ p (p+ ƷǻȫᢿЎƓǑƼǤȳǷȥȬȸ(

ǿᲦȡǿȫᩓಊƔǒƬƯƍǔŵǻȫᢿЎƱȡǿȫᩓಊ

ƸٶૠƷȔȳưዓƞǕƯƍǔŵᩓಊ᧓ƴƸ 120 V (ྵ

ƕƔƚǒǕᲦμᆰʅ҄ཞ७ןƷˁಮ)ƷᡞȐǤǢǹᩓנ

ưѣ˺Ƣǔŵǻȫ᧓Ʒɧज़᪸؏Ƹ 10 µm ƱǻȫǵǤǺ

Ʒ 5 mm ƴൔǂҗЎݱƞƍŵǻȳǵȸƷȪȸǯǫȬȳ

ȈǍ᩺ᩓܾƷᩓࣱ܍̔ןƸˁಮƱǑƘɟᐲƠƯƓǓ

ǒǕƯƍǔࢽɟƳࣱᏡƕר [11]ŵ 10Ƹ SiECALƷޖ

 9: ( ǷȪǳȳǻȫƷŵӫ) ᚸ̖ဇ 5.5 mm ᚌǷȪ

ǳȳȑȃȉŵ

ನᡯ (Slab) ǛᅆƠƯƍǔŵSiECAL ưƸ 1 Ʒǿȳǰޖ

ǹȆȳԈӓ˳Ʊ 2 ƷǻȳǵȸȷǨȬǯȈȭȋǯǹǛޖ

ȑȃǱȸǸ҄ƠƨǋƷǛ Slab ƱƠᲦǿȳǰǹȆȳನᡯ

˳ (ψԈӓ˳)Ʒ᧓ƴਬǈᡂǜưޖನᡯǛƢǔŵǻȳ

ǵȸƷȔǯǻȫͨƸ PCBƱݰᩓࣱბдưዓƞǕƯ

ƍǔŵPCBƴƸ SKIROCƱƍƏASICƕ᠍ƞǕƯƍ

ǔŵSKIROCƸ ILCǷȪǳȳǫȭȪȡȸǿƷƨǊƴȕ

ȩȳǹƷOMEGAǰȫȸȗ [12]ưႆƞǕƯƍǔǋƷ

ưᲦ1Ʒȁȃȗư 64ȁȣȳȍȫƷᛠǈЈƠǛᘍƏƜƱ

ƕưƖǔŵSKIROCƴƸȗȪǢȳȗȷ᭗ᡮǷǧȸȑȸ (Ȉ

ȪǬȸဇ)ƓǑƼ 2ᆔƷǲǤȳǛਤƭ˯ᡮǷǧȸȑȸᲦ

ADCƓǑƼ 15ȁȣȳȍȫƷǢȊȭǰȡȢȪƕԃǇǕƯ

ƓǓᲦ1ȈȬǤȳ (1 ms)᧓ƴӲȁȃȗưႆဃƠƨȈȪǬ

ƱƦǕƴݣƢǔӲǻȫƷADC͌Ǜ̬܍ƠᲦȈȬǤȳ᧓

(199 ms)ƴᛠǈЈƠǛᘍƏŵᩓщƸ Power pulsingೞನ

ƴǑǓȇȸǿӓᨼȷᛠǈЈƠƴᙲƳ᧓Ʒǈ̓ዅƞǕ

ǔŵŷƸ ILCƱӷಮƷޖನᡯƱǨȬǯȈȭȋǯǹǛͳ

Ƒƨ SiECAL technological prototype Ǜᙌ˺ƠᲦ2012

ƴ࠰Ღ13࠰ 10ȑȃȉЎƷǻȳǵȸƓǑƼׅែǛဇƍƯ

DESYƴƯȓȸȠȆǹȈǛᘍƍ ) 11)Ღᩓ܇ƷȈȩȃǯ

ǍMIP̮ӭǛӓᨼƢǔƜƱƴыƠƨŵpower pulsing

 10: SiECAL Ʒޖನᡯŵ

ᢃ᠃ƷܱᚰǋᘍƬƨŵʻࢸ ASICǍ PCBƷોᑣǛᘍƬ

ƨࢸᲦǑǓٻᙹƳᚾ᬴ǛᘍƏŵSiECALᐯ˳ƷࣱᏡƴ

 11: DESYƴƯȓȸȠȆǹȈƕᘍǘǕƨ SiECAL techno-
logical prototypeŵ

ƭƍƯƸᲦ2007࠰ƓǑƼ ƴ࠰2008 ǛဇƍƨȓȸȠޖ30

ȆǹȈǛCERNƓǑƼ FermilabưᘍƬƨŵஜȓȸȠȆ

ǹȈƸ 1 cm × 1 cmƷǻȫǵǤǺƔƭ٭੭ȷᛠǈЈƠׅ

ែƸޖƷٳƴƋǔ physics prototypeǛဇƍƯᘍǘǕƨŵ

ஜȗȭȈǿǤȗƸȑȃȉ᧓ƷǮȣȃȗƕٻƖƍನᡯƩƕᲦ

ǮȣȃȗᢿЎǛᨊƍƨࣱᏡƱƠƯƸᲦ6-45GeVƷᩓ܇ȓȸ

ȠƴݣƠƯ (16.53±0.14±0.50)%/
!

E(GeV)+(1.07±
0.07± 0.10)%Ღ(ᛚࠀƷᇹɟƸወᚘᛚࠀᲦᇹʚƸኒ

ወᛚࠀᲦˌɦӷơ), 4-20 GeVƷᨗᩓ܇ȓȸȠƴݣƠƯ

(16.67±0.30±0.44)%/
!

E(GeV)+(1.75±0.24±0.39)%

(preliminary)ƷǨȍȫǮȸЎᚐᏡƕࢽǒǕƨ [13]ŵILD

ƷƨǊƷ SiECALƷႆƸȕȩȳǹƷLLRᲦLALƳƲᲦ

ʋ߸ܖٻᲦிʮܖٻƴǑǓᡶǊǒǕƯƍǔŵଐஜǰȫȸ

ȗƸཎƴȓȸȠȆǹȈƷᚐௌǍǷȟȥȬȸǷȧȳƴǑǔ

இᢘ҄ᲦǷȪǳȳǻȳǵȸƷؕᄽཎࣱᚐௌưᝡྂƠƯƓ

ǓᲦʻࢸDAQǍನᡯƷஇᢘ҄ƴƭƍƯǋᄂᆮǛᡶǊƯ

ƍƘʖܭưƋǔŵ

4.3 シンチレータ ECAL (ScECAL)

ScECALưƸᲦ 45× 5mm2ƷݱƞƳჺώȗȩǹȆ

ǣȃǯǷȳȁȬȸǿǛޖƴႺᘍƞƤƯᣐፗƢǔŵӲǷ

ȳȁȬȸǿƷႆήǛྵᘍ 2.45 × 1.9 × 0.85mm3Ʒȑȃ

ǱȸǸƴݥλƞǕƨ 1 × 1mm ஊज़᩿ᆢƷPPDưᛠǈ

ЈƢŵМໜƸ, 1) ȁȣȳȍȫૠǛɟఐถǒƢƜƱƕưƖ

37
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ǔᲦ2) ȗȩǹȆǣȃǯǷȳȁȬȸǿƷ௩᠂ࣱƕᲦภ٭ࡇ

҄ᲦᆆѣƷܖ᎑ࣱƴ݈ǜƩ౨Ј֥Ʒ˺ǛӧᏡƱƢ

ǔᲦ3) ᧓ЎᚐᏡƕ ∼ 1 nsᲦ4) ᄬئƷࢨ᪪ǛӖƚƳƍᲦ

ƳƲưƋǔŵ 12 ( ƴᲦɟƷǿȳǰǹȆȳԈӓޖǛ

ਬǜƩ 2 Ʒ౨ЈޖƱᲦӫ) ƴǷȳȁȬȸǿƱPPDƷ

ɟ̊ǛᅆƢŵμ˳ƷನᡯƸ SiECAL ƱǄǅӷơưƋǔŵ

 12: ( ScECALʚޖŵӫ) ǷȳȁȬȸǿƱPPDŵ

4.3.1 基本性能

ScECALƷཎƸᲦჺώǷȳȁȬȸǿǛဇƍƯƦ

ƷࠢႻƷദ૾ЎлࡇǛƖЈƢƜƱưƋǓᲦstrip

splitting algorithm (SSA) ƱԠƹǕǔ૾ඥǛƢưƴ

ᄩᇌƠƯƍǔ [14]ŵƜƷ૾ඥǛPFAǢȫǴȪǺȠƱ́

ဇƠƨئӳƷ 100 GeV ǸǧȃȈƷǨȍȫǮȸЎᚐ

ᏡǛჺώǻȫᧈƷ᧙ૠƱƠƯ 13 ƴᅆƢŵǻȫ

ࠢǛ 5mm ᲦҽƞǛ 1mmƴܭƠƯƷǷȟȥȬȸ

ǷȧȳኽௐưƋǔŵǻȫᧈǛ 60 mm ƴ˦ƹƠƯ

ǋᲦǸǧȃȈǨȍȫǮȸЎᚐᏡƸǑƘ̬ƨǕƯƍǔŵ

ǇƨᲦ 13 ӫƸ 45× 5mm2 Ǎദ૾ǻȫ ScECALƷᲦ

45GeV - 250GeV ǸǧȃȈƷǨȍȫǮȸЎᚐᏡưƋ

ǓᲦSSA Ǜ̅ƬƨئӳƷ 45× 5mm2 ScECALƸᲦӷ

ơǻȫ᩿ᆢǛਤƭ 15 × 15mm2 ƷئӳǑǓଢǒƔ

ƴǑƘᲦ5× 5mm2 ScECALƔǒƷэ҄ƸǘƣƔ 0.2%

ưƋǔŵƞǒƴᲦჺώޖǛɟޖƴ 10 × 10mm2 Ʒ

Length of strip     (mm)
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 13: SSAǛ̅ƬƨئӳƱ̅ƬƯƍƳƍئӳƷǸǧȃȈǨȍ

ȫǮȸЎᚐᏡƷǷȳȁȬȸǿᧈƞࣱ̔܍Ღ) ƱᲦӲᆔǷȳȁ

ȬȸǿཞƴǑǔǸǧȃȈƷǨȍȫǮȸЎᚐᏡᲦӫ). alt10 Ƹ

ɟޖƓƖƴ 10× 10mm2 ദ૾ǿǤȫޖƴፗƖ੭ƑƨȢȇȫŵ

ദ૾ǻȫƴፗƖ੭ƑƨئӳᲦǸǧȃȈǨȍȫǮȸЎ

ᚐᏡƸ 5× 5mm2 ScECALƷئӳƱǄƱǜƲᢐᑥƕ

ƳƘƳǔŵҥቩ܇ƴݣƢǔǨȍȫǮȸЎᚐᏡƴƭƍ

ƯƸ 180× 180mm2, Ღӳᚘޖ30 2160 Ʒ 45× 10 ×

3mm ǻȫӲŷǛ PPD (1mm2 ƴ 1600Ȕǯǻȫ)

ưᛠǈЈƢȗȭȈǿǤȗǛ˺ƠᲦFermilab ư 2 -

32GeVƷ ᩓ܇ȓȸȠƴݣƢǔࣱᏡᚾ᬴ǛᘍƬƨŵወ

ᚘƕ (12.8±0.1(stat.)±0.4(syst.))/
!

E(GeV)Ღܭૠ

ƕ (1.0 ± 0.1(stat.)+0.5
−1.0(syst.) )% ưƋǓᲦࢳᡫǓ

ƷࣱᏡǛᅆƠƨŵǇƨᲦႺዴࣱǋǑƘᲦႺዴȕǣȃȈƔ

ǒƷஇٻƷƣǕƸ 1.6 ± 0.7%ưƋǔ [15]ŵ

4.3.2 ILD への実装に向けたプロトタイプ

ǻȳǵȸƷᛠǈЈƠƔǒȇǸǿȫ҄ǇưƷೞᏡǛɟ

ȜȸȉƴƓƞǊƯޖ᧓ƴ؈ǊᡂǉᚨᚘƸᲦScECALƴ

ƱƬƯǋ᪰ưƋǔŵ2013 ƴƸƜƷƨǊƴႆƠƨ࠰

ؕெ 2 ƷȗȭȈǿǤȗƴƭƍƯȓȸȠȆǹȈǛᘍƬޖ

ƨŵ 14 ( ƸɟޖƷؕெƱᲦؕெǛǳȳȈȭȸȫƢ

ǔǤȳǿȸȕǧȸǹ፭ƷϙჇưƋǔŵ180 × 180mm2 Ʒ

ƜƷؕெƴƸᲮ̾Ʒ ASIC (SPIROC2, Omega) ƕ᠍

ƞǕᲦƦǕƧǕƷ ASIC Ƹ 36 ȁȣȳȍȫƔǒƷ̮ӭǛ

ƠᲦȇǣǸǿȫ҄ƠƯᲦǤȳǿȸȕǧȸǹƴᡛǓЈࠢف

ƢŵƜƷؕெƷᘻƴɳƿ 144 ƷǷȳȁȬȸǿƸӲŷƕ

ӒݧȕǣȫȠưᙴǘǕƯƓǓᲦƦǕƴǑƬƯᢘࡇƳή

ƱήƷˮፗɟಮࣱᲦήǯȭǹȈȸǯƷ৮СǛ̬ƬƯƍ

ǔŵ 14 ӫƸ 3 GeV Ʒᩓ܇ȓȸȠƴݣƢǔ SSA ƴǑ

ǔ 5× 5mm2 ኬЎлƷಮ܇ưƋǔŵ

 14: 4 ƭƷ ASIC Ǜ᠍ƠƨؕெᲦ) ƱᲦ 5× 5mm2 Ў

лƞǕƨ 3 GeV ᩓ܇Ƿȣȯȸૺ᩿ƷǨȍȫǮȸЎࠋᲦӫ)ŵ

4.3.3 開発とその展望

ScECAL ƷႆƴƸᲦ̮߸ܖٻᲦிʮܖٻᲦሇඬ

ƕӋьƠƯƍܖٻƔǒঅ҅Ღ᪡ܖٻᲦଐஜഫᅹܖٻ

ǔᲨྵנƷPPDƸӲޖƴႺᣐፗƞǕᲦƦƷҽǈƕࠢ

∼ 0.9mm ƷȇȃȉǹȚȸǹǛƭƘǔŵƜǕǛƳƘƢƨ

ǊƴᲦPPDǛǷȳȁȬȸǿƷɦ᩿ƴᘺბƢǔȇǶǤȳ

ǛஇᡈᎋకƠᲦ᬴ܱܴưƸƦƷࣱᏡǛᄩᛐƠƨŵ2012

ᅈƸ˟ᲦාțȈȋǯǹఇ࠰ 1 × 1mm2 ƴ 10,000 Ȕ

ǯǻȫǛਤƭPPDǛႆƠᲦPPD ཎஊƷԧྵᝋǛᚐ

ൿƴᡈƮƚƨŵʻࢸƷɟ࠰᧓ƸƜƷǑƏƳஇᡈƷႆޒǛ

ԃǉᛇኬƳȇǶǤȳƷஇᢘ҄ǛᘍƍᲦƦƷࢸȞǹȗȭȀ

ǯǷȧȳƷᄂᆮǛǑǓஜ҄Ƣǔŵ
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silicon sensors w. 5x5mm2 pads 45x5mm2 strip plastic scintillators 
read by PPD (pixelated photon detector)

• HCAL → two concepts: 
AHCAL (analog HCAL) : similar to ScECAL w. 30x30mm2 tiles. 
SDHCAL (semi-digital HCAL) : 2-bit digital readout from 10x10mm2 gas detector.
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• Separate b-hadron jets and c-hadron 
jets from u, d, s-hadron/gluon jets. 

• C-vertex: only possible at clean lepton 
collider → important to measure 
coupling to Higgs.

1
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1 はじめに
ᨥȪȋǢǳȩǤȀȸᚘဒ (International Linear Col-

lider: ILC)Ʒ౨Ј֥ᛇኬᚨᚘ (Detailed Baseline Doc-

ument: DBD)[1] ƕьᡮ֥Ʒ২ᘐᚨᚘƱƱǋƴ 2012

ƠᲦ2013ܦƴ࠰ ࠰ 6உƴπƞǕƨŵILC Ʒཋྸ

ƴƭƍƯƸЭӭƷ᭗ǨȍȫǮȸȋȥȸǹƴᄂᆮኰʼᚡʙ

[2]ƕਫ਼᠍ƞǕƯƍǔƷưᲦஜᆜưƸ ILCƷ౨Ј֥ƴƭ

ƍƯᚐᛟƢǔŵ2004 ƴȪȋǢǳȩǤȀȸьᡮ֥Ʒؕ࠰

ஜ২ᘐƕឬˡݰьᡮᆰƴൿܭƞǕƯƔǒᲦILCᚘဒƸ

࣯ᡮƴᡶޒƠƯƖƨŵᲦ౨Ј֥ǳȳǻȗȈƸ 4ƭƋ

ǓᲦ2006࠰ƴƸ౨Ј֥܇Ღ2007࠰ƴƸ౨Ј֥ǳȳ

ǻȗȈإԓƕӲ౨Ј֥ǳȳǻȗȈ౨᚛ȁȸȠƴǑǓ˺

ƞǕƨŵྵנƸ ILD[3]ᲦSiDƱƍƏ 2ƭƷ౨Ј֥ǳȳ

ǻȗȈƕ੩కƞǕƯƓǓᲦpush-pull ưɟƭƷᘔᆳ૾

ໜǛσஊƢǔʖܭưƋǔŵƳƓᲦILDƸ Ǣ࠰2007

ǸǢɼݰƷ GLD Ʊ߸ɼݰƷ LDC ƕወӳƠƨǋƷư

ƋǔŵSiDƸɟᝦƠƯ҅ɼݰƷǋƱư౨᚛ǛᘍƬƯƍ

ǔŵILCƴƓƚǔ౨Ј֥ƸᲦьᡮ֥ƷࣱᏡǛஇٻᨂƴႆ

ੱƢǔƨǊƴࢼஹƷᩓ܇ȷᨗᩓ܇ǳȩǤȀȸưဇƍǒǕ

Ưƍƨ౨Јࣱ֥ᏡǛٻƖƘϴƙᙲƕƋǔ:

• W Ʊ Z Ʒɧ٭ឋǛЎᩉưƖǔƩƚƷ᭗ƍǸǧȃ

ȈǨȍȫǮȸЎᚐᏡᲴσ/Ejet ≤ 30%/
!

Ejet(GeV)

• ǸǧȃȈƷȕȬȸȐȸǛ᭗ƍјྙưӷܭƢǔƨǊƷ

ΟǕƨ impact parameter ЎᚐᏡᲴ

σ ≤ 5⊕ 10/pβ sin3/2 θ (µm)

• ཎƴȒȃǰǹӒៃឋยܭƷƨǊƴᙲƳᒵᩓቩ

Ƣǔ᭗ƍᢃѣЎᚐᏡᲴσ/p2tݣƴ܇ ≤ 5 × 10−5

(GeV/c)−1

ILDᲦSiD ƱǋƴɥᚡࣱᏡǛƨƢƨǊƴέᡶႎƳȆ

ǯȎȭǸȸƷ᭗ችኬǻȳǵȸǛ᠍Ơƨ౨Ј֥ƱƳƬ

ƯƍǔŵଐஜǰȫȸȗƸƓǋƴ ILD ౨Ј֥ǳȳǻȗȈ

ƴ᧙ƢǔႆᄂᆮǛᘍƬƯƍǔƷưᲦˌɦưƸ ILD ౨

Ј֥ƴƭƍƯƷᛇኬǛᡓǂǔŵILD ౨Ј֥ƸόለƷ

൮ဇ౨Ј֥ƴƳƬƯƍǔŵ 1 ƴ ILD ౨Ј֥ƷܦǤ

ȡȸǸǛᅆƢŵILD౨Ј֥Ʒɼᙲ 3౨Ј֥ƸᲦْߐໜ

౨Ј֥ (VTX) ƱƠƯ᭗ችኬƔƭ˯ཋឋƷȔǯǻȫ౨

Ј֥Ღួ౨Ј֥ƱƠƯ᭗ЎᚐᏡƔƭ˯ཋឋƷ Time

Projection Chamber (TPC)Ღ᭗ችኬǻȳǵȸǛͳƑƨ

ǵȳȗȪȳǰǫȭȪȡȸǿ [ᩓᄬǫȭȪȡȸǿ (ECAL)

ƱȏȉȭȳǫȭȪȡȸǿ (HCAL)] ƕ౨᚛ƞǕƯƍǔŵ

 2 ƔǒƜǕǒɼᙲ౨Ј֥ƷٻǇƔƳٻƖƞƱᣐፗǛ

৭੮ƠƯƍƨƩƖƨƍŵHCAL Ƹ ECAL ƷͨٳƔǒ

1m Ʒҽǈưנ܍ƠᲦƦƷͨٳƴ 3.5 T ǽȬȎǤȉᄬ

ჽᲦȟȥȸǪȳ౨Ј֥ψȪǿȸȳȨȸǯƕƭƮƘŵ᭗ƍ

ǸǧȃȈǨȍȫǮȸЎᚐᏡǛᢋƢǔƨǊᲦʙᝋϐನ

ƴƸ Particle Flow Algorithm (PFA)[4] ƱԠƹǕǔ

ඥǛဇƍǔŵƜǕƸᲦǸǧȃȈɶƷӲቩ܇ƷǨȍȫǮȸ

ǛᲦᒵᩓቩ܇Ƹួ౨Ј֥ưᲦɶࣱቩ܇ƸǫȭȪȡȸǿ

ưžᙐƳƘſยܭƢǔƱƍƏ૾ඥưƋǓᲦƜǕƴǑǓ

2

 1: ILD ౨Ј֥ƷܦǤȡȸǸŵ

1m

ECAL

HCAL

TPC

VTX

 2: (color online) ȢȳȆǫȫȭǷȟȥȬȸǷȧȳƴǑǔǤ

șȳȈȇǣǹȗȬǤŵ

ǸǧȃȈǨȍȫǮȸƷࠢٻƳӼɥƕࢳƞǕǔŵ 2ƴ

ƸȢȳȆǫȫȭǷȟȥȬȸǷȧȳƴǑǔǤșȳȈƕᘙᅆ

ƞǕƯƍǔŵᒵᩓቩ܇Ƹ PFAƴǑǓǫȭȪȡȸǿɶƷ

ǷȣȯȸƱួ౨Ј֥ƷȈȩȃǯƕࣖݣƮƚǒǕ ɶ)

ƷӲᑥƴࣖݣ)ᲦƜƷئӳƸȈȩȃǯƷྙƔǒǨȍȫ

ǮȸƕยܭƞǕǔŵȈȩȃǯƕࣖݣƠƳƍǷȣȯȸƷǨ

ȍȫǮȸƸǫȭȪȡȸǿưยܭƞǕǔŵPFA ƴƓƍƯ

ᙲƳƜƱƸǸǧȃȈɶƷӲቩ܇ƷӷܭȷЎᩉưƋǓᲦ

ƜƷƨǊƴ 3ഏΨႎƴ᭗ችኬƳ౨Ј֥ƕ᪰ƱƳǔŵˌ

ɦƷӲራưƸْߐໜ౨Ј֥Ღួ౨Ј֥ᲦǫȭȪȡȸǿ

Ʒɼᙲ 3౨Ј֥ƷᛇኬƴƭƍƯᲦଐஜǰȫȸȗƷѣǛ

ʩƑƯᡓǂǔŵƳƓᲦƜǕǒƷኵǈӳǘƤƴǑǔ ILD

౨Ј֥ƷࣱᏡƕέƴᡓǂƨவˑǛᢋƠƯƍǔƜƱƸǷ

ȟȥȬȸǷȧȳưᄩᛐƞǕƯƍǔŵ

2 崩壊点検出器
2.1 崩壊点検出器の概要
ILCْߐໜ౨Ј֥ƷɼƳႸႎƸ bǯǩȸǯᲦcǯǩȸǯ

ǛᜤКƠᲦ᠉ƍ u,d,sǯǩȸǯƱǰȫȸǪȳƔǒЎᩉƢ

ǔƜƱưƋǔŵbȏȉȭȳᲦcȏȉȭȳƸƦǕƧǕ 1.5 psᲦ

0.4 psᆉࡇƷݤԡǛਤƭƨǊᲦဃໜ (ɟഏӒࣖໜ)Ɣǒ

ૠႊ µm Ɣǒૠ mm ǜƩࢸƴْߐƢǔŵǇƨᲦْߐ

Ƹ b → c → sƷǑƏƴឪƜǔƨǊᲦbǯǩȸǯǸǧȃȈ

ƸɟഏӒࣖໜᲦʚഏْߐໜ (b → c)Ღɤഏْߐໜ (c → s)

Ʒ 3 ƭƷْߐໜǛਤƪᲦc ǯǩȸǯǸǧȃȈƸʚƭƷߐ

ْໜᲦu,d,sǯǩȸǯǸǧȃȈƱǰȫȸǪȳǸǧȃȈƸɟ

ƭƷْߐໜƠƔਤƨƳƍŵƭǇǓᲦǸǧȃȈɶƷᒵᩓቩ

ْߐƠᲦɟഏȷʚഏȷɤഏٳȷܭƷួǛች݅ƴย܇

ໜǛ౨ЈưƖǕƹǯǩȸǯᜤКƕӧᏡƱƳǔŵཎᇿƢǂ

ƖƸӒࣖໜऴإǛဇƍƨ᭗ԼឋƳ c ǯǩȸǯᜤКƸǯ

ȪȸȳƳؾƷȬȗȈȳǳȩǤȀȸưƷǈӧᏡưƋǓᲦ

cǯǩȸǯƷื߷ኽӳƷยܭǛӧᏡƴƢǔŵǯǩȸǯᜤ

КǛƢǔƨǊƴ ILC ໜ౨Ј֥ƴᙲ൭ƞǕǔɼƳࣱْߐ

ᏡƸ 1⃝ˮፗЎᚐᏡƕ 3 µmˌɦᲦ ǯȸȭȳʏǛٶ2⃝

৮ƑǔƨǊƴ 1 ƋƨǓƷཋឋƕޖ 0.15 X0 ˌɦᲦ 3⃝
இϋޖƷҞࢲƕ 1.6 cmᲦ 4⃝ҩஊྙƕૠ%ˌɦưƋǔŵ˂

Ʒ᬴ܱƱൔ᠋ƠӈƠƍᙲ൭ưƋǔƕᲦILCْߐໜ౨Ј֥

Ʒ્ݧዴؾƸ 1 kGy/yearᲦ1011neq/cm2/yearƱȏȉ

ȭȳǳȩǤȀȸƱൔ᠋ƠǯȪȸȳưƋǔƨǊᲦ્ݧዴ᎑

ࣱǍҩஊྙǛƦǕǄƲൢƴƤƣƴ౨Ј֥ƷЎᚐᏡǛɥƛ

ǔƜƱǛႆႸƴưƖǔŵْߐໜ౨Ј֥ƷನᡯǛ 3

ƴᅆƢŵɟᙸ ǛɟኵƱƠƨޖƷǑƏƴᙸƑǔƕᲦ2ޖ3

ȀȖȬȃȈƕ ƋǔƨǊᲦᚘޖ3 ƷޖƔǒƳǔŵஇϋޖ6

ҞࢲƸ 1.6 cm ưƋǓ | cos θ| < 0.96 ǛǫȐȸƠᲦஇٳ

ƸࢲƷҞޖ 6.0 cmưƋǓ | cos θ| < 0.90ǛǫȐȸƢǔŵ

 3: ໜ౨Ј֥Ʒನᡯŵْߐ
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Fine Pixel CCDs: Achievements

• SENSOR R&D :
◦ Prototype sensors with 6 µm pitch pixel fabricated

◦ Full size prototypes for inner most layers fabricated

62.4×12 mm2 and 6×6 mm2

• READ-OUT ELECTRONICS :
◦ Front-end ASICs have been developed

◦ 8ch/chip

◦ Preamp-LPF-CDS-ADC(8bit)

◦ Successive approximation register charge sharing ADC

◦ 10 Mpixel/s readout speed (100 MHz clock)

• ENGINEERING :
◦ Circulating 2-phase CO2 cooling (-40◦C) system prototype

(Waiting for safety review before starting operation)

7

FPCCD prototype

• Development groups: MIMOSA/AROM (仏), DEPFET (独), FPCCD (日). 
• Position resolution <= 3µm → FPCCD (Fine Pixel CCD) users finer pixels (5x5µm2). 
• Suppress multiple coulomb scattering → thin layer ~50µm. 
• FPCCD readout btw. trains (199ms) → free from beam EMI noise. 
• Low temperature (-40℃) and thin pipe → CO2 cooling.

数100µm 
~数mm

数100µm

2x3 layers
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Challenges for the Tracking

accuracy with which the beam energy can be measured, the initial beam energy spread, which
at ILC is about 0.1%, and the precision with which the lepton momenta are measured.

It is interesting to see how the precision of the mass measurement depends on the mo-
mentum resolution of the tracker [13, 10, 14]. Figure 2.4 shows the recoil mass distribution
opposite the Z for four different values of tracker momentum resolution, characterized by the
parameters a and b, assuming the Higgs mass is 120 GeV,

√
s = 350 GeV, and the integrated

luminosity is 500 fb−1. Here the momentum resolution is written δpt/p2
t = a ⊕ b/(pt sin θ) .

For example, we find that the Higgs mass can be determined with a precision of 150 MeV
for Z decays to muon pairs assuming a = 4 × 10−5 and b = 1 × 10−3. Accuracy in the mass
measurement improves significantly as the tracker momentum resolution improves.
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FIGURE 2.4. Higgs recoil mass spectra for several values of parameters characterizing the tracker momen-
tum resolution, which is parameterized as δpt/p2

t = a ⊕ b/(pt sin θ).

2.3.2 Slepton Mass Measurement from Lepton Energy Spectrum
Endpoints

The ILC offers the possibility of determining the masses of the sleptons to high precision, if
they are kinematically accessible. Studies of the production of smuon and selectron pairs,
and their subsequent decays to charged leptons and neutralinos [15], provide another example
where the measurement sensitivity can depend on the tracker’s momentum resolution.
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Higgs recoil mass reconstruction from muon pair 
decay of Z for different momentum resolution 

(ILC Reference Design Report Vol.4)

Challenges for the Tracking

accuracy with which the beam energy can be measured, the initial beam energy spread, which
at ILC is about 0.1%, and the precision with which the lepton momenta are measured.

It is interesting to see how the precision of the mass measurement depends on the mo-
mentum resolution of the tracker [13, 10, 14]. Figure 2.4 shows the recoil mass distribution
opposite the Z for four different values of tracker momentum resolution, characterized by the
parameters a and b, assuming the Higgs mass is 120 GeV,

√
s = 350 GeV, and the integrated

luminosity is 500 fb−1. Here the momentum resolution is written δpt/p2
t = a ⊕ b/(pt sin θ) .

For example, we find that the Higgs mass can be determined with a precision of 150 MeV
for Z decays to muon pairs assuming a = 4 × 10−5 and b = 1 × 10−3. Accuracy in the mass
measurement improves significantly as the tracker momentum resolution improves.
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Endpoints

The ILC offers the possibility of determining the masses of the sleptons to high precision, if
they are kinematically accessible. Studies of the production of smuon and selectron pairs,
and their subsequent decays to charged leptons and neutralinos [15], provide another example
where the measurement sensitivity can depend on the tracker’s momentum resolution.
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2.3.2 Slepton Mass Measurement from Lepton Energy Spectrum
Endpoints

The ILC offers the possibility of determining the masses of the sleptons to high precision, if
they are kinematically accessible. Studies of the production of smuon and selectron pairs,
and their subsequent decays to charged leptons and neutralinos [15], provide another example
where the measurement sensitivity can depend on the tracker’s momentum resolution.
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accuracy with which the beam energy can be measured, the initial beam energy spread, which
at ILC is about 0.1%, and the precision with which the lepton momenta are measured.
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for Z decays to muon pairs assuming a = 4 × 10−5 and b = 1 × 10−3. Accuracy in the mass
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2.3.2 Slepton Mass Measurement from Lepton Energy Spectrum
Endpoints

The ILC offers the possibility of determining the masses of the sleptons to high precision, if
they are kinematically accessible. Studies of the production of smuon and selectron pairs,
and their subsequent decays to charged leptons and neutralinos [15], provide another example
where the measurement sensitivity can depend on the tracker’s momentum resolution.
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Performance Requirements

FIGURE 1.2-1. View of the ILD detector concept.

An iron yoke, instrumented with scintillator strips or RPCs, returns the magnetic flux
of the solenoid, and at the same time, serves as a muon filter, muon detector and tail
catcher.
A sophisticated data acquisition (DAQ) system which operates without an external
trigger, to maximise the physics sensitivity.

Precision physics at the ILC requires that the beam parameters are known with great
accuracy. The beam energy and the beam polarization will be measured in small dedicated
experiments, which are shared by the two detectors present in the interaction region. These
detectors will only be covered briefly in this document, more details may be found in a
dedicated document. The luminosity of the interaction will be measured by the luminometers
integrated in ILD. To enable the operation of the detector in a ”push-pul” scenario, the
complete detector is mounted on a movable platform, which can move sideways out of the
beam to make space for the second detector in the interaction region. The platform ensures
that the integrity and calibration of the detector is minimally disturbed during the moving
process, making the re-commissioning of the detector after the ”push-pull” operation easier.
The ILD detector concept is shown graphically in Figure 1.2-1.

1.3 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The requirements and resulting challenges for detectors at the ILC are described in the ILC
RDR [4]. The ILC is designed to investigate in detail the mechanism of the electroweak
symmetry breaking, and to search for and study new physics at energy scales up to 1 TeV. In
addition, the collider will provide a wealth of information on Standard Model (SM) physics,
for example top physics, heavy flavour physics, and physics of the Z and W bosons. The
requirements for a detector are, therefore, that multi-jet final states, typical for many physics
channels, can be reconstructed with high accuracy. The jet energy resolution should be suf-
ficiently good that the hadronic decays of the W and Z can be separated. This translates

ILD - Letter of Intent 3

ILD TPC

φ
~3600m

m

 L~4000mm

 32

•Why TPC as the ILD central tracker? 
・Good momentum resolution and pattern 
　recognition with ~200 measurement 
　points per track. 
・Low material budget provides good 
　energy resolution in calorimeters. 

•MPGD (GEM or Micromegas) as amplification 
device. 

•Good spatial resolution 
σpoint in rφ < 100μm @ 3.5T 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1. Detector basics 
2. ILC detectors 
3. Detector electronics
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検出器読み出しシステム (一般論)  34

Detector Digital
Processing

Link Computer
Array Storage

Trigger
System

Analog
Frontend

A-D
Conversion

• 検出器信号はアナログ（多くの場合、電荷信号） 
• 信号劣化を防ぐため、検出器にできるだけ近い所にアナログフロントエンド 
• アナログ回路で適切な信号整形を行った後、A/D変換 
• デジタル回路でData Reduction等の信号処理（トリガーとのやり取り） 
• 光リンク等でコンピュータ、ストレージに送る 
• ここでは★について解説

★ ★
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フロントエンド回路の役割  35

電荷増幅 
(I→V)

電圧増幅 
(必要に応じて)

回路の議論はここではしないとして、何をやってるかだけ簡潔に・・。

電荷入力 
I = dQ/dt

インパルス的

微分回路 
(低周波カット)

積分回路 
(高周波カット)

• 一定の波形に整形 
• 低周波・高周波ノイズをカット
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34. Particle detectors at accelerators 481

ionizing protons or pions. For a comprehensive discussion of radiation
effects see Ref. 154.

34.8. Low-noise electronics
Revised November 2013 by H. Spieler.

Many detectors rely critically on low-noise electronics, either to
improve energy resolution or to allow a low detection threshold. A
typical detector front-end is shown in Fig. 34.18.

OUTPUT
DETECTOR

BIAS
RESISTOR

Rb

Cc Rs

Cb

Cd

DETECTOR BIAS

PULSE SHAPERPREAMPLIFIER

Figure 34.18: Typical detector front-end circuit.

The detector is represented by a capacitance Cd, a relevant model
for most detectors. Bias voltage is applied through resistor Rb and the
signal is coupled to the preamplifier through a blocking capacitor Cc.
The series resistance Rs represents the sum of all resistances present
in the input signal path, e.g. the electrode resistance, any input
protection networks, and parasitic resistances in the input transistor.
The preamplifier provides gain and feeds a pulse shaper, which tailors
the overall frequency response to optimize signal-to-noise ratio while
limiting the duration of the signal pulse to accommodate the signal
pulse rate. Even if not explicitly stated, all amplifiers provide some
form of pulse shaping due to their limited frequency response.

The equivalent circuit for the noise analysis (Fig. 34.19) includes
both current and voltage noise sources. The leakage current of a
semiconductor detector, for example, fluctuates due to continuous
electron emission statistics. The statistical fluctuations in the charge
measurement will scale with the square root of the total number of
recorded charges, so this noise contribution increases with the width
of the shaped output pulse. This “shot noise” ind is represented by a
current noise generator in parallel with the detector. Resistors exhibit
noise due to thermal velocity fluctuations of the charge carriers. This
yields a constant noise power density vs. frequency, so increasing the
bandwidth of the shaped output pulse, i.e. reducing the shaping time,
will increase the noise. This noise source can be modeled either as a
voltage or current generator. Generally, resistors shunting the input
act as noise current sources and resistors in series with the input act
as noise voltage sources (which is why some in the detector community
refer to current and voltage noise as “parallel” and “series” noise).
Since the bias resistor effectively shunts the input, as the capacitor Cb

passes current fluctuations to ground, it acts as a current generator
inb and its noise current has the same effect as the shot noise current
from the detector. Any other shunt resistances can be incorporated
in the same way. Conversely, the series resistor Rs acts as a voltage
generator. The electronic noise of the amplifier is described fully by a
combination of voltage and current sources at its input, shown as ena

and ina.

DETECTOR

Cd

BIAS
RESISTOR

SERIES
RESISTOR

AMPLIFIER +
PULSE SHAPER

Rb

Rs

i
i i

e

e

nd
nb na

ns

na

Figure 34.19: Equivalent circuit for noise analysis.

Shot noise and thermal noise have a “white” frequency distribution,
i.e. the spectral power densities dPn/df ∝ di2n/df ∝ de2

n/df are
constant with the magnitudes

i2nd = 2eId ,

i2nb =
4kT

Rb
,

e2
ns = 4kTRs , (34.22)

where e is the electronic charge, Id the detector bias current, k the
Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Typical amplifier noise
parameters ena and ina are of order nV/

√
Hz and pA/

√
Hz. Trapping

and detrapping processes in resistors, dielectrics and semiconductors
can introduce additional fluctuations whose noise power frequently
exhibits a 1/f spectrum. The spectral density of the 1/f noise voltage
is

e2
nf =

Af

f
, (34.23)

where the noise coefficient Af is device specific and of order

10−10–10−12 V2.
A fraction of the noise current flows through the detector

capacitance, resulting in a frequency-dependent noise voltage
in/(ωCd), which is added to the noise voltage in the input circuit.
Thus, the current noise contribution increases with lowering frequency,
so its contribution increases with shaping pulse width. Since the
individual noise contributions are random and uncorrelated, they
add in quadrature. The total noise at the output of the pulse
shaper is obtained by integrating over the full bandwidth of
the system. Superimposed on repetitive detector signal pulses of
constant magnitude, purely random noise produces a Gaussian signal
distribution.

Since radiation detectors typically convert the deposited energy
into charge, the system’s noise level is conveniently expressed as an
equivalent noise charge Qn, which is equal to the detector signal
that yields a signal-to-noise ratio of one. The equivalent noise charge
is commonly expressed in Coulombs, the corresponding number of
electrons, or the equivalent deposited energy (eV). For a capacitive
sensor

Q2
n = i2nFiTS + e2

nFv
C2

TS
+ Fvf AfC2 , (34.24)

where C is the sum of all capacitances shunting the input, Fi, Fv,
and Fvf depend on the shape of the pulse determined by the shaper
and Ts is a characteristic time, for example, the peaking time of a
semi-gaussian pulse or the sampling interval in a correlated double
sampler. The form factors Fi, Fv are easily calculated

Fi =
1

2TS

! ∞

−∞
[W (t)]2 dt , Fv =

TS

2

! ∞

−∞

"

dW (t)

dt

#2

dt , (34.25)

where for time-invariant pulse-shaping W (t) is simply the system’s
impulse response (the output signal seen on an oscilloscope) for a
short input pulse with the peak output signal normalized to unity.
For more details see Refs. 155 and 156.

A pulse shaper formed by a single differentiator and integrator with
equal time constants has Fi = Fv = 0.9 and Fvf = 4, independent
of the shaping time constant. The overall noise bandwidth, however,
depends on the time constant, i.e. the characteristic time Ts. The
contribution from noise currents increases with shaping time, i.e., pulse
duration, whereas the voltage noise decreases with increasing shaping
time, i.e. reduced bandwidth. Noise with a 1/f spectrum depends
only on the ratio of upper to lower cutoff frequencies (integrator
to differentiator time constants), so for a given shaper topology
the 1/f contribution to Qn is independent of Ts. Furthermore, the
contribution of noise voltage sources to Qn increases with detector
capacitance. Pulse shapers can be designed to reduce the effect
of current noise, e.g., mitigate radiation damage. Increasing pulse
symmetry tends to decrease Fi and increase Fv (e.g., to 0.45 and 1.0
for a shaper with one CR differentiator and four cascaded integrators).
For the circuit shown in Fig. 34.19,

Q2
n =

$

2eId + 4kT/Rb + i2na

%

FiTS

+
&

4kTRs + e2
na

'

FvC2
d/TS + FvfAfC2

d .
(34.26)• 多くの検出器は容量(Cd)で記述できる。 

• 検出器での電荷ゆらぎ（ショットノイズ）は電流源(ind)で記述できる。 
• 直列/並列抵抗成分は、電圧源(ens)、電流源(inb)で記述できる。 
• アンプのノイズ(ena, ina)も考慮。

要は電圧性のノイズと電流性のノイズに分類される。
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As the characteristic time TS is changed, the total noise goes
through a minimum, where the current and voltage contributions are
equal. Fig. 34.20 shows a typical example. At short shaping times the
voltage noise dominates, whereas at long shaping times the current
noise takes over. The noise minimum is flattened by the presence
of 1/f noise. Increasing the detector capacitance will increase the
voltage noise and shift the noise minimum to longer shaping times.
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Figure 34.20: Equivalent noise charge vs shaping time.
Changing the voltage or current noise contribution shifts the
noise minimum. Increased voltage noise is shown as an example.

For quick estimates, one can use the following equation, which
assumes an FET amplifier (negligible ina) and a simple CR– RC

shaper with time constants τ (equal to the peaking time):

(Qn/e)2 = 12

!

1

nA · ns

"

Idτ + 6 × 105

!

kΩ

ns

"

τ

Rb

+ 3.6 × 104

#

ns

(pF)2(nV)2/Hz

$

e2
n

C2

τ
.

(34.27)

Noise is improved by reducing the detector capacitance and
leakage current, judiciously selecting all resistances in the input
circuit, and choosing the optimum shaping time constant. Another
noise contribution to consider is that noise cross-couples from the
neighboring front-ends in strip and pixel detectors through the
inter-electrode capacitance.

The noise parameters of the amplifier depend primarily on the
input device. In field effect transistors, the noise current contribution
is very small, so reducing the detector leakage current and increasing
the bias resistance will allow long shaping times with correspondingly
lower noise. In bipolar transistors, the base current sets a lower bound
on the noise current, so these devices are best at short shaping times.
In special cases where the noise of a transistor scales with geometry,
i.e., decreasing noise voltage with increasing input capacitance, the
lowest noise is obtained when the input capacitance of the transistor
is equal to the detector capacitance, albeit at the expense of power
dissipation. Capacitive matching is useful with field-effect transistors,
but not bipolar transistors. In bipolar transistors, the minimum
obtainable noise is independent of shaping time, but only at the
optimum collector current IC , which does depend on shaping time.

Q2
n,min = 4kT

C
√

βDC

%

FiFv at Ic =
kT

e
C

%

βDC

&

Fv

Fi

1

TS
, (34.28)

where βDC is the DC current gain. For a CR– RC shaper and
βDC = 100,

Qn,min/e ≈ 250
%

C/pF . (34.29)

Practical noise levels range from ∼ 1e for CCD’s at long shaping
times to ∼ 104 e in high-capacitance liquid argon calorimeters. Silicon
strip detectors typically operate at ∼ 103 electrons, whereas pixel
detectors with fast readout provide noise of several hundred electrons.

In timing measurements, the slope-to-noise ratio must be optimized,
rather than the signal-to-noise ratio alone, so the rise time tr of the
pulse is important. The “jitter” σt of the timing distribution is

σt =
σn

(dS/dt)ST

≈
tr

S/N
, (34.30)

where σn is the rms noise and the derivative of the signal dS/dt is
evaluated at the trigger level ST . To increase dS/dt without incurring
excessive noise, the amplifier bandwidth should match the rise-time
of the detector signal. The 10 to 90% rise time of an amplifier with
bandwidth fU is 0.35/fU . For example, an oscilloscope with 350 MHz
bandwidth has a 1 ns rise time. When amplifiers are cascaded, which
is invariably necessary, the individual rise times add in quadrature.

tr ≈
'

t2r1 + t2r2 + ... + t2rn . (34.31)

Increasing signal-to-noise ratio also improves time resolution, so
minimizing the total capacitance at the input is also important.
At high signal-to-noise ratios, the time jitter can be much smaller
than the rise time. The timing distribution may shift with signal
level (“walk”), but this can be corrected by various means, either in
hardware or software [8].

The basic principles discussed above apply to both analog and
digital signal processing. In digital signal processing the pulse shaper
shown in Fig. 34.18 is replaced by an analog to digital converter
(ADC) followed by a digital processor that determines the pulse shape.
Digital signal processing allows great flexibility in implementing
filtering functions. The software can be changed readily to adapt to a
wide variety of operating conditions and it is possible to implement
filters that are impractical or even impossible using analog circuitry.
However, this comes at the expense of increased circuit complexity
and increased demands on the ADC compared to analog shaping.

If the sampling rate of the ADC is too low, high frequency
components will be transferred to lower frequencies (“aliasing”).
The sampling rate of the ADC must be high enough to capture
the maximum frequency component of the input signal. Apart
from missing information on the fast components of the pulse,
undersampling introduces spurious artifacts. If the frequency range of
the input signal is much greater, the noise at the higher frequencies
will be transferred to lower frequencies and increase the noise level in
the frequency range of pulses formed in the subsequent digital shaper.
The Nyquist criterion states that the sampling frequency must be at
least twice the maximum relevant input frequency. This requires that
the bandwith of the circuitry preceding the ADC must be limited.
The most reliable technique is to insert a low-pass filter.

The digitization process also introduces inherent noise, since
the voltage range ∆V corresponding to a minimum bit introduces
quasi-random fluctuations relative to the exact amplitude

σn =
∆V
√

12
. (34.32)

When the Nyquist condition is fulfilled the noise bandwidth ∆fn is
spread nearly uniformly and extends to 1/2 the sampling frequency
fS , so the spectral noise density

en =
σn

√
∆fn

=
∆V
√

12
·

1
%

fS/2
=

∆V
√

6fS
. (34.33)

Sampling at a higher frequency spreads the total noise over a
larger frequency range, so oversampling can be used to increase the
effective resolution. In practice, this quantization noise is increased
by differential nonlinearity. Furthermore, the equivalent input noise of
ADCs is often rather high, so the overall gain of the stages preceding
the ADC must be sufficiently large for the preamplifier input noise to
override.

When implemented properly, digital signal processing provides
significant advantages in systems where the shape of detector signal
pulses changes greatly, for example in large semiconductor detectors
for gamma rays or in gaseous detectors (e.g. TPCs) where the
duration of the current pulse varies with drift time, which can range

• 残留する電流性ノイズと電圧性ノイズは、Shaping Time (パルス波
形の減衰時定数) に対して逆特性となることに注目。 

• 例えば、電圧性ノイズが増えると、最適なShaping Timeは増加。

Q2
noise =

�

Tmeasure

i2noise dt Q2
noise =

�
dt

�
C

dvnoise

dt

�2
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https://ph.rs-online.com/web/p/fpgas/0134093/
https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/汎用ロジックIC

• 現在では、FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) を用いたデジタル
回路開発が主流。 

• PCで設計したデジタル回路をFPGAにダウンロードすると、FPGA内の
スイッチが切り替わり、所望の回路がチップ内に構成される。何回でも
書き換えられる。
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http://www.ee.tcu.ac.jp/lectures/fpga/Verilog_compile.html

http://www7b.biglobe.ne.jp/~yizawa/logic2/chap10/index.html

• 現在ではHDL (ハードウェア記述言語) でコードを記述。 
→コンパイルしてトランジスタレベルに落とし込み、自動配置配線。 

• FPGAで確認した後、フロントエンドASICに組み込む事もある。
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ASIC = Application Specific Integrated Circuit (特定用途向け集積回路) 
汎用の売り物ではなく、自分たちの用途向けに小規模に生産。

Circuit Design Simulation Layout Design
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• 原型はLHC/ALICE重イオン実験でTPC検出器向けに開発された 
PASA (Pre-Amplifier and Shaping Amplifier) アナログチップと、 
ALTROチップ (A/D変換 + デジタル回路)。 

• ALTROはデッドタイムによるロスが大きかった。 
• ALICE-TPCの連続読み出しのために、PASAとALTROを合体して 
高機能化したのがSAMPAチップ。 

• なお、ILC TPC向けにも、PASA + ALTRO から S-ALTRO16が 
開発され、プロトタイプ試験の読み出しに使われている。
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1.6 Baseline Correction and Subtraction II 
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Figure 1.6. Data after Adaptive Baseline Correction. 
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Digital Signal Processing 
(Figures from S-ALTRO16 document) 

・baseline correction 
・overlap signal separation
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S.H.I.	Barboza et.al,	2016	JINST	11	C02088.

Slide by Ken Oyama, 7/Feb/2018, at Nagasaki Inst. of Ap[l. Sci.
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J. Kaminski

MPGD2017
6

Timepix3

Vth

ToT 
(Time over Threshold)

ToA 
(Time of Arrival)

※ToA/ToT同時計測が可能

Candidate of pixel readout TPC
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イオン化電子ごとのヒット情報を高効率に再構成

J. Kaminski
Instrumentation Seminar
15. April 2016, DESY

17

1 Event

55Fe decay: 5.9 keV photon
→ ~225 electrons

単電子毎の検出例
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※Electronics DAQ seminar 
   in July every year 

※DAQ = Data AcQuisition
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1. Detector basics 
Charged particle dE/dx, photon interactions, 
EM and hadronic showers, radiation length, sampling calorimeter 

2. ILC detectors 
SiD/ILD, PFA, ILD CAL/Vertex/TPC 

3. Detector electronics 
Frontend electronics functions and noise, FPGA, ASIC examples


